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PURPOS: The purpose of this period of instruction is to acquaint you with the DRAGON
eapon System. This w11 be accomplished by dscussing

I. The history and concept of the Infant Missile Family,

2. The DRAGON Weapon System and its components,

3. The two types of missiles and the sections of each, and

4. The firing sequence of the weapon system.

STUDENT RFHCES: Donnel/Douglas DRAGON. Instructor Gunner Course Handbook

TM 9-1425-484-10

TC 23-24

FM 21-30

TMIAL LEARIING OBJECTIVE: During a practical application exercise, describe
infantry missile history and concept, DRAGON components and system, types of missiles,
and the firing sequence of the DRAGON, while performin.g assigned tasks.

NABLING LAHNING OBJECTIVES:

I. Uti]ize he student outli,es and classroom discussion to become thoroughly familiar
with the DIAGON and related infantry missiles.

2. Provide the correct answers to a wtten exam.

OUTLINE

1. HISTORY mD CONCEPT OF TH INFANTRY SSIL FAMILY.

a. Early WW II: German Fanzer Divisions dominated the battlefield with fire power
and shock action. Realizing a "tank-for-tank" defense was not possible, Allies
recognized a need for anti-armor systems that would satisfy range, lethality, mobility,
and weight requireunts for combat forces.

b. A missile family concept was deeloped consisting of the Light, Medium, and
Heavy Anti-tAssault Weapons. This provides for infantry units to use their om
organic weapons to defend their position or engsze enemy armor, with or without tanks.
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c. Todays missile family provides an in-depth, overlapping,increased volume of fire against advancing enem armor.

(1) The HAW is the TOW, with a range of 3750 meters.

(2) The MAW is the DRAGON, effective to 1000 meters. In
the Marine Corp% the DRAGON replaces the 3.5 Rocket Launcher.
The DHAGON is considered to be the best anti-armor system in the
wo rid.

(3) The LAAW is effective to about 200 meters, with a
maximum range of about 1OO0 meters.

2. THE M47 DRAGON WKAPON SYSTEM

20Ore

37

lO00m

MAW HAW

a. The DRAGON has superior range, accuracy, and lethality, compared to the 3.5Rocket Launcher. It weighs less and can destroy field fortifications and any knownarmor in the world. It is a "command to line of sight" guided missile system, one-manportable, shoulder-fired, and is launched from a smooth-bore fiberglass tube recoillessiauncher.

b. Characteristics:
/.+.1 JJ1.

25.29 lbs.
(Round-as shipped )

40 in. Iith or without Tracker mounted)
51 in. max. /..._ Without Front Shock Absorber)

4.3 Ibs.
(’Without Front
Shock Absorber)

MATED, the round and tracker (W) 9.5 in.
weighs 30.87 lbs.

In the Marine Corps, the DRAGON is employed by to-man teams.It is designed for use in any environment that offers a line of
sight to the target, which means that the gurmer has a clear,
unobstructed view of the target from the time he begins
tracking until the missile strikes the target. This
is necessary because the missile is guided along
the gunner’s line of sight by flight direction """commands generated by the tracker and -’,-//.,.transmitted through a wire link
to the missile
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d. The Round. The luncher and missile are packaged together for handling and for
deployment. The launcher is disposed of after the round is fired.

(1) The launcher is made up of these main parts:

TRACKER SUPPORT

FWD SHOCKABSORBER

LAUNCH
TUBE

TRACKER
BATTERY

BREECH/ GAS
PRESSURE
GENERATOR

AFT SHOCK
ABSORBER

SLING

BIPOD __:__..,
(2) The Missile.

BLACK 1

The two types are:

M-222 Gided ldssile,
Surface Attack H.T
and

M-223 Gided Missile,
Practice Inert

CET SECTION

Both types have THRE SECTIONS:

(a) oa.

between inner and "’
outer shells.

Forward (Warhead), Center, and Aft.

(3.5 ibs. Type I Octol explosive)

(Arms only after sufficient range
and forward speed is achieved)

Range does not affect the destructive energy of the warhead.

(b) Center.

Outer shell is Rocket motors fire in
T ,... pars, fore and aft of the
.O,T.OO. ’- ce er o gray, keep

the reissue ng the line
I of sight of the ner.<. re a gled 0.. c.

made up of three
sections. Each
has 2 circuit
board s and 20
rocket motors.
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(c)

i Lectrical Components Assembly: A wiring harness
which provides a means for electrical energy to travel to other
components throughout the issile.

2 Control System Computer. Receives
missile position reports from the tracker (through the
wire link) and generates commands to the firing
circuit boards to fire the appropriate rocket motors
at the correct position to sustain or correct
missile flight along the gunner’s line of sight.

The CSC "G" Switch is a safety feature that prevents
rocket motors from firing before launch or too soon
after.

The Missile Battery provides
the electrical power to activate the launch
propulsion unit and provides power to all missile
components before and during missile flight. It
is activated by an electric impulse from the
tracker battery.

The Gyro Assembly pro$ides roll
position data to the Control System Computer, telling
it whichway is "up". fhe CSC uses this information
to time the firing of the rocket motors.

5 The Flare Assembly includes four Tungsten lamps, which provide
the infrared signal picked up by the tracker, which determines the location of the
missile along the gunner’s line of sight.

6 ire Bobbin Assembly: A sleeve that has the command link wire
wound around it. One end of the wire is attached to a terminal bolt (or, "gazint") in
the l,_.c.cr, the other is conected to the CSC, on the forward ed of the bobbin.

7 Fin and Sleeve Assembly. Three spring-loaded fins are hinged on
the sleeve, which covers the bobbin and ir transmitter. The fins are cauted at a 2
ng!e, whic! provides about. 5 .].s per second of misi]e, fliibt. By rolling, ii the
rocket :te’s :;a be used w.]e required. ’While in the launch tube, the fins are folded
against the sleeve. Upon launch, the fins snap open and lock ir. place.

eo The Tracker.

(I) The tracker is an elect/optical sight housed in an aluinu, strcture.
It determines the missile position and generates the signals that go through the wire
lik to the .issiie control syste to fire the apropriate rccket motors.

(2) The tracker consists of:



Sight djustment Connector INSIDE, on the curved bottom,
is the Control Signal

’. Comparator. It determines’\ the missile position according"k/ to the IR signal sent through
the IR receiver, then sends’;

the signals through the wire
link that the control systemgyeguard e computer uses to control
firing of the rocket motors,
to keep the missile along theConnector correct flight path.

(2) Shock Absorber

The Rear Optical Sight

Shock AbsorberAssembly

Trigger Lever

Trigger Safety
Flunger/Boot

(3) The Optical Sight is a 6-power telescope with a 6
field of view.

I The Reioal Cell

A,,, cm A.,M,LY and Stadia Lines.
ABe| PItlSM

".sed for determining whether or not on the target during tracking.
the target is within range. hey are
set for a 10 or 20 foot target (10 ft
at 100@a will-fill the space between one stadia l_ne and the cross hair; 20 ft at1000m will fill the space between both cross hairs. Ranges i THAN 1000m illEXCEED the stadia lines).

MORE FRONT OR REAR VISIBLE

OUT OF RANGE:

IN RANGE= MORE FLANK VISIBLE

Intro
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f. Firing Sequence.

(I) Ass,me a good firing position,
track your target for a couple of seconds, depress
the Safety Plunger, and squeeze te Trigger ever.

SAFETY

(2) "he firing mechanism produces an electrical impulse, which activates the
Tracker Battery. The Tracker Battery activates the Missile Battery and starts the Gyro.
The Missile Battery starts the infrared flares starts the processes within the
Safety d Arming Devise that will allow it to arm the warhead. The Missile Battery
also ignites the Propellant Sticks. At the same time, the Tracker Battery starts the
Nutator, in the Tracker. The Nutator is a rotating mirror that picks up the IR sigual
and reflects it onto the IR Detecbur, which tells the Control Signals Comparator where
the missile is, once it is downrange.

GYRO
OJECTIV LEANS ASSEMBLY

/111 l) \.

RAINI RING

The propellant sticks rn with_n a few thousandths of a second. Once the correct
pressure is built up in the Gas Pressure Generator, the Pressure Ring disintegrates, and
releases the gases to the rear.

90 of the gases is expended resaard, as backblast.

1 of the gases propell the missile forward.

This 90/!0 combination rsults in an almost recoilless launch.

As the missile starts forward, 3 retaining pins, that
held the missile in plade before launch, are sheared
off. The. Control Wire begins to unwind from the Wire
Bobbin as the missile moves forward.

During this time, the -ares are beginning to brighten, while the Flare tor begins to
approach the speed required to send the right IR frequency. The Acceleration Switch
closes, preparing the Pyro Time Delay Switch for closing.

(3) The missile exits the tube, the Fins open and lock in place, causing a
right-hand (clockwise) roll, an IR signals are picked up by the Tracker.
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(4) Inside the Tracker, the Infrared Receiver is
picking up the .IR signals from the rear of the missile.
The Nutator is reflect_ng the signal onto the IR Detector, (Missile RICT)
which is a silicon sensing devise. It has cross hairs
that serve to divide the detector into four quadrants. As
long as the IR projection is on all four quadrants (in the center),
the Control Signals Comparator makes no changes. If the IR signal is off-centered,the CSC sends a signal through the Wire Link to the Missile Computer, which determineswhen to fire the rocket motors. By this time, the Time Delay Switch has armed,allowing th rocket motors to fire. After the missile has reached a range of about 65meters, sufficient forwd motion force (G-forces), in addition to time lapse, has
cused the Safety and Ag Devise to arm. A hard target will now detonate the warhead.

(5) Inside the missile, the Gyro has been spinning, telling the MissileComputer which wa is "UP". That wa, it can determine the at which th@ rocketmotors ast fire to susta missile flight along the gunner’s line of sight. The
Missile Computer uses information about missile (from the Tracker) to
determine the rocket motors mst fire to keep the missile up. Te Gyro
gives accurate information as long as the missile is not canted more than about 6;
at a 10 cant, the missile may be up to about 20" farther off the point of aim than it
may normally be It wilL1 usually be within about a 2-foot radius from the point of
aim.

(6) By the time the missile is armed, about 1 second has passed, since the
trigger was depressed; about 1/100th of a second later, the Tracker gives the first
command for flight adjustment. About 1.04 seconds after launch, which would be around
100 meters downrange, the first rocket motors fire.
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pETAILED OUTLINE
AGC TH,4N.ING EIPMENT

IN’ODLTION (5MIN)

1. Gain AStemtion: To achieve a succesf,’I mis..ion with the dragon weapon as a gunner
it will be necessary for you to have the knowledge of all the training equipment since
you ar the key element of the weapon system.

2, Purpose. The purpose for this period of instruction is to aquaint the student
with the training equipment. I ill do this by cowering:

a. Training equipment in detail.

3. Learnin Ob_iectives:

1. On a multiple choice test, select what the purpose of the training equip-
ment is.

2. To provide physical characteristics and correct., terminology to describe
and identify each piece of training equipment.

3. To be able to set up the training equipment for train ing purposes.

TANSITI: e have taled about what we are going to cover so let’s get right
into it sha we.

BOD.___Y: ( 1HR. 30 rain )

1. Trainin Equioment: Is designated to be used in the field underconditions similiar
to those you will experience with the tactical round. The training equipment ill
provide the gunner with equipment for developing and maintaining gunner proficiency
with a realistic, safe and low cost program and at the same time allow his leaders
to monitor his progress. The training equipment consists of the following equipment.

a. launch effects trainer.

b. Tracker.

c. bnitoring Se.

d. Infared Transmitter Set.

e, Field Handleing Trainer Dmy.

2. Launch fects TFiner( LT ):

a. The LhT provides a capability for taining drago gunners at much less cost than
the dragon round. The LT closely simulates the launch of the roun to the gnner. Its
explosive power is provided by the M-6 grenade cartcidge. The explosive power o the grenade



cartridge drives the dummy weight forward in the pressure tube, simulating weight

and recoil. This cartridge, is relatively safe and easy to store. Since no high explosiws

are used and no proJtile is launched, restrictions on the taining are greatly reduce

When used with other training equipment thegunners performance can be evaluated .The Lhr

subassembly consists of a fiberglas launcher tube with various components attached.

I. Brains of the system; The trainer/monitoring set interconnect electrical

connecter which provides the means for connecting the monitoring set to the let.

2. The breech assembly consists of the breechlock, breechlock release lever,
hammer firing pin, arming lever, cartridgeextractor, and cartridge chamber. In the closed

position the breech block clses the cmridge chamber. hen the breechblock release lever

is place. in the disengaged position, it engages the arming lever and releases the

breechblock for opening. hen the breechblockis open, it cocks the firing mechanism

resets the time delay me=hauism, and positions the cartridge for manual removal.

3. The subassembly also contains the battery tubes which house the 16 BA30
batteries that supily the necessary energy for fiZing the LKT.

b. The tactical tracker support is identical in configuration to the one on the

tactical round. The tactical tracker is used on the Lkr.

c. The forward and aft shook absorbers , and the ’aft closure end cap are constr-

ucted of a resilient material and are shaped to prevent damage to the forward and aft

ends of the LT. lemoval of the forward shock absorber permits access to the trainer/
monitoring set interconnect electrical connector. The aft closure end cap is remov-

able to permit access of the breechblock assembly. The forward shockabsorber and aft

closure end cap are rmoved prior to firing the LT

d. The biped has a 90 degree traverse for the tracking of moving targets. The biped

is sprin centered and incorporates height aud leve.ling "adjustments devices.

e. The dummy tracker battery is located on the top of the launch tube just forward

of the aft shock absorber.

f. Ch.racteristics of the Let;

1..in general, waterproof and dustproof.

2. eight- 32 Ibs.

3. Length- 45.2 inches.

4..Max Diameter- 11.Sinches. l(equires 24 VD power t perate. Provided by 16 BA 30 batteries (8 on each

side )
6. Amminition M-64 NTO Cartridge.

7. Shipping Container- plywood box that is reuseable for transportation and

storage.



3. Trcker:

a. Consists of an alu:num assembly which consists of an optical sight and a reciever
assenbly. On the right side of the housing is a firing mechanism which consists of a
trigger safety plunger and trigger lever. The firing levr mechanism is protected by
a dust/moisture sealedboot The control signals comparator (tracker electronics) ,
is located on the underside of the tracker and is protected by an access cover.
The electronical connector which connects the tracker to the round is located on the
bottom rearward portion of the tracker housing. A cover which provides both mechanical
and moisture protection for the electrical connector is attached to the tracker by a layn
ard. Shock absorbers surrond the gorward and aft ers of the tracker to protect the
tracMer.if it is droped. A transparent plastic lens cover is provided to protect
the reciever lens and the optical lens and is also attached to the trackery a lanyard.
weight 6.75 ibs.

I. The optical sight is a six power telescope with a sixdegree field of riew, aId has
an objective view lens and a sight reticle with stadia lines and crosshairs. The stadia
lines aid the gunner indetermining if the target is within rene(1000 meters), and the
crosshairs aid the gunner in establishing and holding a point of aim.The optical
sight has an djustable eyepiece to focus the sight lens to the gunners eye. The
sight eyeguard aids in orieating +.he gun nets eye to the sight, and it reduces light
interference. It also serves as a cushion to protect the gunners eye against the
slight weapon recoil during launch of the missile.

2. The infared cell and reciever consists of a lens, a mirror, filter and infared
detector. The lens focuses _infared energy radiated from the missile flare onto the
mirror. The mirror reflect s the energy through the filter and distributes it onto the
infared detector. The edtector then provides the tracke" electronics with information
on the position of the missle.

3. The control signals comparator (tracker electronics)is a printed circut board
which converts the missile position information recieved from the detector to elect-
rical impulses which are sent to the missile. The tracker electronics and infared
detector recieve thier operating power from the tracker battery, located on the rear of
the tracker support assembly.

4. The firing mechanism is a generat which produces an electrical impulse to
initiate the weapon firing sequence. The saftey plunger must be depressed before
the trig&r lever can be activated.

5. The tracker carring bag is used to carry the tracker.The bag is nylon and has
a velcro stra@ fastener on the flap.It also has an adjustable sling assembly. Foam
adding on one side of the bag protects the tracker firing mechanism. Acleaning kit
Lens tissue and alcohol bottle) is in a small compartment inside the carryir bag



4. Mnitrine

a. onitors and evauates ,the trackn performance or t dron ner. It
wed b a self contned, chgeae, nick cium bates. The nir
set ug contns the..ni set .contl d display p,e for trni setbattery chafing orations, the elecc caes necessy orateree the ni t. e nig set contl d display pel consisOf t follow.g:

I. Battor _Chariu Section, :

a. The meter selector is a four position switch which enables the operatorto monitor the positive battery voltage, negative battery voltage, or the chargingcurrent.
2. Battery voltages are indicated on the meter top scale when the meter selec-tot switch is placed in te ositive volts or eative 791t- position. The greenband indicates the operating

3. The charging current is shown on the meter loer scale when the meter select-or switch is p.aced in the AMPS position. The green band shows the operating zonewhich rnges from 360 to 440 milliamps. The Dower input jl connector is used to attachthe WI power cable to the monitoring set for" battery charging operation. The ETERNALAC/DG power switch is a three position switch that enables the battery charger to beused with an D or DC power source. The third position is the OFF position. TheTEAL power switch is a two position ON/0FF switch which is placed in the ON positionwhen operating with :Zhe internal batteries.

4. nitoring Set Con__trols and Indicator,:

a. The J1 LET connector accepts the trainer/ monitorirg set interconnectcable from the launch efi’ects trianer.

b. The J2 recorder connector is used to conect a graphic recorder to,themonitoring set to permanitly record the guners tracking performance. ( The recorder is notpart of and will not be issued as training equipment).

c. The J3 monitoring test set connecto provides test points for use duringmonitoring set maintenence and ca]-bration.

d. The tracker BIAS switch is a two position switch (aut.matic and manual)the manual position is used for a knom target ranges and enables vertical and horizon-tal bias adjustment control. The automatic position is used for unknown target ranges.In this position, only the vertiel has isautemat-
e.The TGT SIZE switch is a two position switch that is set to MOVING orSTATIONY depending on the tp f target being engaged.

’f. The 0FF-TAaGET indicator shows the direction of error during each rangesegmen of the tracking exercise.

g. The HIT indicater illuminates at the end of each succesfl firing mission.
h. The [[SS indicator il]uminates at the end of each unsuccessful firingmission.
i. The tracker power switch is a three positio power switch and is usedduring monitoring set alignment. () I-3 po&ition is used f;r aligning the monitoringset for training from 100 to 300 meters. () 4-10 position is used when alighningthe monitoring set for training from &00 to 1000 meters. AO position is the normaloperating mode after the monitoring :et is ’aligned.



j. The i,,.’UOhD switch is used in conjunction with a graphic recorder.lne
AD’ switch will be left in the.OFF position.

k." The LIGHTS TST sitch is a two position switch that illuminates all indicators
on the monitoring set panel when placed in the on position. This switch is used to check
the operational status of the panel lights.

i. The ANGE SC4hNT INDICATOKS activate consecutiily durin a paticular segment
of the tacking exercise.

m. The ten position TACT kANG switch estb]ishes by dividing the time required
for a tactical tussle to flyto its maximum range into ten equal segments. Durimg a
tracking exercise the switch is set to the position corresponding to the simulated
range at which the target would be engageO. At the end of the tracking exercisethe
switch can be rotated in a counter clockwise direct’n to provide a review of the gunners
performance by activating the range indicater if a miss is reflected.

n. The A’ST button is a push button sitch that resets the electronics and
scoring circuits within the monitoring set.

o. TheTiIGC indicator lamp activates when the trigger is squeezed.

p. The INFArcteD TR indicator lam is activated when the target is aquiwe.
Intermittent activation may indicate the target is beyond the range of the racker

q. The TIACK’ INDICAT SCt}{E meter consists of floating crossbars that show
deviatiom of the gunners line of sight from the aiming point of the target vehicle
during a tracking exercise. The crossbars lock in a position which shows a sumr:ation
of the gunners verticle and horizontal deviations at the completion of the tracking
exercise

A. fhe enfared tansmitter emits an infared signal which establishes a link between
the dragon tracker and the transmitter during the trainiug exercise. It has an effective
range of 300 meters. The infared signal simulates the signal emitted by a tactical
missile. The transmitter, with a plus +24 volt DC oiwer requirment can be mounted on
the M151 wton truck, M60I tank, the M113 armored personel] carrier, and the M561
gamma goat. The major componants of a transmitter are a target source, a power supply,
dalator, a target board and a target mounting kit. fhe infared transmitter recieves
’all necessary power from the target vehicles 24 volt DC battery, fhe target source
generates an infared light source which simulates an in flight missile. As the ccrte
of the target board is tracked by the dragon gunner, the infard reciever in the tracker
detects and tracks the infared light source. This information is then used by the
monitoring set source to score the gunner.

I. Target SQu;e: The target source consists mainely of a infared lap, three
reflectors, a quartz window , an infared filter, a blower a..:ombly, a high voltage power
supply, and a protective cover. The lamp provides the infard energy which is formed
into a beam by th._ reflectors. The infared filter is designe t. limit the target source
energy (in the visible spectrum) to a level which does not exeed the energy roduced by
the tactic.il missile source. The quartz window covers the lamp and protects the infare4filter. The blower assembly helps cool the lamp. l’he high voltage power supply providespower to start the lamp. A 15,000 volt starting source source is provided to the starterelectrode of the lamp.



This starting surge ionizes the gas for arc formation.0nce the gas is ionzzed by te
high voltage power supply, the lamp begins operation. Aprotective cover prevents 0a,:’C
to the .quartz window when the tarot target source is not being used.. Pgwer SuPPlY/ Modulator: The power supply/ modulator provides the power to,
and controls the operation of, the target source. Table 2-I lists the controls on the power
supply/ modulator and thief functions. When the target source lamp begins operating, a
voltage sencing circuit,disables the lamp starting circuits. A constant current source
in the power modulator provides a bias current of 2 amps DC to the lamp as a keep alive
current. A power control circuit in the power supply msdulatoonitors the lamp power
ar keeps it at a constant 300 watts.

3.. Tsrg@t beard as.,emblv: The aluminum a]_loy target heard is one meter square
target used with adapters for mounting on the target vehicle. The target is a red cross
painted on a white background and is used as the aiming point for the dragon gunner.
The targwt sourse is off-centered from the target cross pattern. This allows for the
difierence between the objective lens system and the infared recieverin the tracker.

4.Target M@untin Kit: l’he target mounting kit for mounting the infared transmitter
on a vehicle consists of the following:

a. fhe universal .dapter plate with associated hardware, which serves as the
transmitter and attaches to the MOAI tank.

b. fhe pedestal which is attached to the appropriate holes in te universal
adapter place, i’he target support is attached to the pedestal with a couplS.ng clap.

c. The cargo slings, which are attached to the pedestal to secure the trans-
mitter to the M151 Ston truck, M113 Armored personell carrier, and the M561 gamma goat.

5. CQnDeqtSn Cables: There sle two conrcting cables for the infared transmitter.
’.ach cable is packed in a container which is stored in the cable set shipping case.
These two cables are:

Target sourse .able.

b. Power supply battery cable.

6. Cable smt case: The cable set case is reuseable ,d is used for cable storage..

6. FI.LD }/DLING DU..X

a. An expene. Dragon round is reworked d dified to provide the hdling

b. Its purpose i to provide a is$ic ’eel during, the techniques of firing
practic exercise.

QPI-OI’dNifY F d’A’IOS (,Stain)

I. ,uestion fm tI clas ;. uestion t. the clas:

a. Name the five pieces of equipment which me up the Dron traininj equipn.

A: LET. Tracker, lbniri Set, IR Trsmitter, d T m.

b. For what purpose w the training equipnt desigm?



: To provide the gunner ith the equipment for developing and maintaining gunther proff
iciency with a realistic, safe and ow cost program.

C. The tracker weights how much?

6.75 lbs.

I. During this period of instruction Ihave covered the foliowing:

a. A’rining quipment.

b. Launch Effects Trainer.

c. Brains of the system.

d. Characteristics of the Lk.

e ra’cker.

f. Monitoring Set.

g. Battery Charging Sections.

h. Monitoring Set Controls and Indicators.

i. Infared Transmitter Set Componants.

j. Target Source.

k. Power upply Modulator.

l.Target Board Assembly.

m. Target Momnting Set.

n. Connecting Cables.

o. Cable et Case.

p. Field Handleing Trainer Dummy.
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DETLEDOUTLINE

TTERYCHARGG OCEDUREFTHEMfXITORG T

INTRC[X3CTIC:

1. Gai.m Attention: in order for the monitoring set to function independently of any
power source the set has to be mechamged.

9.. Puoose: The purpose for this period of instruction is to teach the students
the step by step procedures for battery chamging. I will do this by covering:

a. Purpose for Recharging:

b. Procedures for Recharging:

Learning Objectives:

i. Write hy charging is essential.

2. List the procedumes for charging

Transition: Now lets get right into the subject.

I. Purpose for charjinq:

a. The purpose for charging is that the dragon gunner or the platoon may be in a
place that has no electrical outlets or tactical vehical.

2. The monitoring set houses its o self contained nickel cacniun batteries h_ich
are rechargable. Use the following .procedure to mecharge the monitoring set batteries:

a. Set the external power switch to OFF.

b. ttheselect swihto OFF.

c. Connect the powrcleWLP2 to the powerimppecepteclelAl.

1



d.. (1) Hen using an 18/50 volt DC power source, corrt WSP2 to WIPI. connect WSPI
to the poer, source. Place the vehicle master power source electrical switch to black
o%it drive position.

(2) hen using the 105/150 volt AC 50/400 cycle por source, correct power cable
W4P2 to WIPI. Correct WPI to the poer source.

(5) hen using 190/250 volt AC 50. 400 cycle power source, connect poer cable
WSP2 to WIPI. Connect .WSPl to por source.

e. Set the external power switch to the. appropriate position, AC or DC.

f. Place the meter selector switch to the ps position. A lower green band will be
indicated. If not, recheck the external power source and all connecticr, and switch
on the battery charginq panel.

g. Set the selector switch to the NeJatie.. (-) volts. The meter will irdicate within
the operate zone (%per green band) en the batteries aqu/e 50.ercent of .more full
charge.

h. Set the seletor switch to (t) positive volts. The meter will indicate within
the operate zone (tper green band) hen the batteries acquire 50 percent or more
full charge. Set the meter selector switch to OFF.

i. Hen the tenperature is between t5 degrees F and tll0 degrees F, about 16 hours
of charging is required .to bring the batteries from a fully discharged state to a
ccmpletely (I00 percent) charged state. About 8 hours of charging is required to
bring the batteries to 80 percent of full charge. The batteries may be continuously
charged for an indefinate period withot causing danag to the batteries or battery
charger.

j. hen the batteries are charged, set the power seitch ot the OFF and disconnect
the power cables.

0PPCRTtITY FCR QUESTIfS

I. Questions frcm the class.

2. Questions to the class.

a. a%at is the purpose for reeha
A: You may be in a place that has no external por source.

b. How long do you charg for 80 percent of a I00 percent charge?

A. 8(Y/ 8 HOURS, i00 -16 H(X3RS

i. During this period of instruction I have covered the foloowing items:

a. Purpose of charging

b. Procedures for charging

2
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Night lracker

INTRODUCTION

I. Gain Attention= The M7 Dragon weapon system’s task Is to defeat armor
In a) environment on any battlefield.

2. Motlvate: Until recently, a low-light situation would all but render the
gunner Incapable of engaging his target; but now, wlthe use,of the ANITAS-5
Nlght Tracker, he can destroy the enemy no matter how dark It is outside.

3. Purpose .ap Main Ideas: The purpose of this perlod of instruction is to
familiarize you wlthe AN/TAS-5 Night Tracker, a list of major components,
and tim maintenance of the nlght’tracker.

4. Learning Objectives: Upon completion of thls perlod of instruction you,
the studen wlIl-t-hut reference to written material, be able to:

a. Give a general description of the night;tracker.

b. CAve a list of the major components of the night tracker.

c. Operate the night tracker.

BODY

I. The AN/TAS-5 N!ht 7a.erls a completely self-contained sight and tracker;
however, it does require to external support items for operation: a press-
urlzed bottle of air for coollng and a charged battery for electrlcal power.
The maln difference between the day and night tracker, other than size and
weight, Is the manner of vlsul presentatlon of the target to the gunner. The
day tracker Image was that of a telescopic lens system; whereas, the night
tracker is an electro-optlc representation of the target. The night tracker
sight assembly is a complex arrangement of optics and electronlcs which receive
heat evergy emitted from the target in the far infrared spectrum. This infrared
or heat energy is passed through detector diodes, amplifled, and onto light
omlttlng diodes which emlt vlslble red 11ght. Objects which are warmer than
the ambient temperature appear brlght red, cooler objects a dimmer red, and
objects below the sensitivity of the system appear black.

z.  pecif

Total eight w/batter + cotant cartridge
Length
Width
Height
Operating temperature
Sight type
Magnification

9.80 kg 21.65 ]bs
36.83 cm 14.5 in
41.66 16.4 in
24.1) 9.5 in

-32" to +52" C -25" to +125" F
Electro-optical thermal lmaglng
4 power



Fleld of vlew
Scan rate
Battery type
Voltage
Power
Weight
Coolant cartridge
Pressure (full)
elght (full)

3.#" x 6,8"
50 frames/second (60 scans)
Rechargeable nickel-cadmium
.8 Vdc
3.2 AHP/hr
0.675 Kg 1.5 lbs
High pressure air refillable
6,000 psl
0.675 Kg 1.5 lbs

Transition: Now that we have a baslc overall understanding of the nlght
tracker along wlth some specifications lets talk about the major components,

). Night Tracker Major Components. The night tracker consists primarily of
two emi-indepndent

a. lhe infrared receiver assem tracks and comptesmisLJle position
it is IdAntcl USed in the Drago day tracker.

b. The sight assembly provides the gunner a target scene it conslsts of
the prlnte- c16ult-badS and the various optlcal assemblies which are
required to receive the infrared energy radiated from the target and convert
it into vlslble light, lhis unit is housed in a separate section of the
aluminum housing for the night tracker.

c. The firing mechanism used on the night tracker as the same as on the
Dragon day tracker.

#. Dragon Night Tracker Ancillary Equipment. Several items of ancillary
equlp6n}6}ed}}d for--prb-op}ation and storage of the nlght tracker
they are:

a. Coolant Cag9 is a stalnless steel cylinder which contains air
compressed-to approxlmately 6,000 psi when fully charged. It contains a ball
check-valve assembly which is automatically released when the cartridge ls
properly Installed. The coolant cartridge issued to cool the infrared
detectors in the sight assembly to -314"F anu Lo pressurize the sight assembly
to 5 psl which is maintained by a pressure release valve located behind the
battery mount. The cartridge provides cool and air for approximately two
hours of operation.

b. Batter is a 4.8 volt, nlckel-cadmlum battery which supplles all of
the Dragh-Ight tracker. A fully charged battery will provide power to
operate the tracker for approxlmately 2 hours.

c. Nlght Tracker Rucksa is a standard mllltary rucksack, a frame-
mounted nlon bag f’tte’ h a fiberglass liner.

d. consists of a plastlc bag which contains cotton pads
for cleaning the optical lenses and a small plastic bottle for storing ethyl
alcohol.

e. Night Tracker Shipping Contatne is a reuseable steel drum. approxi-
mately 27 Inches high and 6 nches ’n- lameter and weight 76 pounds loaded
The drum contains foam cushlons cut to shape for the night tracker, rucksack,
one battery, empty cooIant cartridge and lens cleanlng kit.



f. Coplant Cartridge packs. A molded fiberglass-epoxy contairer with the
interior fitted with foam cut for five cartridge assemblies. 3 packs each
fitted with 5 cartridges are issued to each squad.

g. Battery Packs is a melded foam-lined plastic container slmilar to
the one used for the coolant cartridge assemblies. It holds 5 batteries,
each squad is issued 3 packs with 5 batteries each.

h. DNT Arctic Kit HK-18OS/TAS-6. ih(: arctic kit extends the operating
tlme of the Dragon night trn operating in low temperature zones
(-tO’F). Thls klt has provisions for holding six Dragon niglt tracker
batteries. The batteries are installed In an Insulated carrying case and
then the case is packed wlth six water-actuated, chemical heating pads. A
swltch on the case front panel permits selecting each of the batteries in
turn and connecting its output to a connector on the case front panel. The
arctic, kit is provided to units with an arctic mission. It must be requisitioned
separately.

5. Operation of the .D_.r_a_.(.9_ L _N.91ht Tracker. Because the night tracker uses IH
energy to provide a view of’t:he target to the gunner it is important that LI,e
gunner be able tn fine tune the tracker because of instead of seeing the
target through scope, the Hunner sees a outline that he must be able to
distinguish as friend or foe.

a. Operator Controls andpm.:

(I) Reticle Adj_u_s_t___R_i_n_9. A ribbed ring about, the eyepiece assembly
which I$ used to adjust the sharpness of the reticle presentation. This ring
must be adjusted before any other adjustment.

(2) CTRS Control (contrast) is on the rear of tle ight tracker and
varies the contrast ofthe LED presentation to the gunner should be adjusted
for the best defined picture.

(3) BRT Control (brightness) is or, the rear of the night tracker
controls the intensity of t-h-e-LED presentation to the gunner should be
adjusted for desired brightness and best defined picture.

(/+) Ra.e Focu. Lever allows focusing of the target image for various
target ranges.

(5) Actuator Switch. This is a four position switch that applies
and removes batter power dnd coolant air to the night tracker.

(a) Release thls posltion unlocks the latch for the coolant
cartridge and allows installation or removal of the cartridge.

(b) Off/Lock this position of the actuator switch iocks the
coolant cartridge into position and turns off electrical power and coolant
air to the night tracker.

(c) Air/_o.t_t_ _Ch_e_k this position a1Iows the gunner to check
the pressure guaqe to enst,re he has sufficient coolant and to look into the
sight to ensure the battery and coolant monitor ].amps are not on. (electrical
power is supplied to the sight but no coolant air flows to the night tracker).

(d) On this positlo applles battery power ad coolant air floB
to the night track’.

(6) Bat:t.e_r and Status Indicators: these provide information to the
gunner and should be moitored frequently during tactical missions



(a) Coolant Pressure, CauLg_ indicates the pressure within the
coolant cartridge asse-mbly. "T-h guage reads from 1,000 to 8,000 psi. When
starting a tactical mission, the coolant cartridge should be replaced if the
pressure guage indicates less than 2,500 psi. The night tracker will function
properly with pressure as low as 1,000 psi but the operating time is limited.

(b) C_o._o_ant_ _C_ar_t__ldge_ nd_ Batt_e_r_y__ _Status _Indicator_s these are
lamps that i11umlnate a display above the reticle assembly when there is a
reserve of ten minutes or less of coolant air or battery poer remaining.

(7) y_piece Shutter. This is a mechanical shutter that closes
over the eyepiece lens and prevents emission of light from the sight assembly.
The shutter opens when the eyeguard is pressed against the gunner’s face.

6. Bat_te_ry__ __nd_ C_oo_1.ant C.a_r_t_.r_i_.d_ge installatip.n

a. ,The rechargeablc nicad battery is installed on a pair of mounting pins
on the rear of the night tracker housing. To install:

(I) Move the battery retaining c]ip to the release position;
(2) Align the guide pins withthe holes on the rear of the charged

battery and align the electrical connectors. Slide the battery downward until
a solld electrical connection is made and the battery retaining clip can be
engaged and locked.

b. The coolant Cdrtridge assembly mounts horizontally on top of the night"
tracker between the sight and infrared receiver, lo install a new cartridge:

(I) lurn the actuator switch to the release position and remove
empty cartridge.

(2) Slide the full coolant cartridge in from the front of the night
tracker, under the retaining rollers ad into the ball check-valve on the
actuator assembly. While holding the coolant cartridge in place, rotate the
actuator switch to the Off/Lock position.

(3) Turn the Actuator switch to the next position Air/Batt Check. If
a charged battery i installed on the tracker the white retic.le should be
visible and monitor-light off. The coolat gauge should indicate approximately
6,000 psi. Turn actuator back to Off/Lock position.

7. Gep}#l Operation. When operating the night tracker a charged coolant
cartridge and battery Jst be installed. With both items fully charged, the
night tracker is capable of approximately 2 hours of continous operation.

a. Remove the front lens cover.
b. Turn Actuator switch to the Air/Batt Check pos.ition reticle should

be illumlnated and monitor liqhts off, view coolant gauge it should read 6,000 psi.
c. While looking through eyepiece adjust the Reticle Adjst for sharpest

presentation of the reticle.
d. Move the actuator switch to the On position, wait about 15 seconds for

the cryogenic system to cool down the infrared diodes.
e. Select a suitable scene to vi.e: and adjust the BRT and CTRS controls

for the best scene.
f. Adjust the Range ocus lever on the afocal lens for the sharpest

presentation.



The sight unlt Is now In proper operating condition. It may be necessary

from time to time to adjust th Range Focus as the selected target changes

ranges. Normally it should not be necessary to readjust the BRT and CTRS

controls unless the battery voltage ls lowered or scene degradatlonoccurs,

and the Retlcle Adjust Ring, once set to the gunners vlew, should not be

changed agaln.

Oppprtuntty for.Ouelons

I. mstlonp:the class.
2. ueston. the a.

a. What is the weight of the Dragon Night Tracker?
A. 21.65 Ibs.

be What are the 2 major components of the Night Tracker?
A. Infrared reclever assembly, Sight assembly.

How long can the tracker be operated with a fully charged cOolant

cartridge and battery
A. 2 hours.

d. What does the CTHS know adJusL?
A. Contrast, should be adjusted for best deflned picture.

e. What ls the mlnlmum pressure that should be present in the coolant

cartridge before a tactical mlssion?
A. 2,500 psl

f. Once adjusted to the gunners view what adjustment should not be

touched agaln?
A. Retlcle Adjustment Rlng

SUMMARY

1. Reemphasts. Durlng thl’s period of Instruction you have heen taught a

genes1 description of the nlght tracker, maor components, and how to

operate the AN/TAS-5 nlght tracker.

2. Closlng Statements. Wlthout the AN/TAS- nlght tracker the Dragon Cunner

cann0’ Fre- 1OwZlght level regions thus rendering a highly effective anti-

tank system a11 but Inoperable at night.
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DETAID OUTLINE

WAPON MAL,FJNCTIONS AND ENVIHOMaTAL FFCTS

INTODCTION : (SMIN)

I. Gain Attetio The Dragon is a very good weapon, but like all weapons it is subject
to mlfunctions and enviromental effects.

2. Puroose: The purpose for this period of instructiom is to aquint the student with
the types of malfunctions and enviromental effects. Iwill do this by covering:

a. In Flight ifnctions.

b. Non Firing Malfunctions.

c. ’nviromental Effects.

3. Learning. Oblectives:

I. rite two in flight fnctions

2. rite two types of failure to fir.

3. Write the operating temp. of the Dragon.

T.NSIION: Nor lets go right into the subject we are going to taD_k about.

BODY: (35MIN)

I. In Fliht Malfu,c_tions :

a. Missile Dud: Failure of the warhead to detonate on impact with target or ground
Always consider duds to be armed, heport location of dud to EDD personell for disposal
of the missle



b. .rratic Fliht. mratic flight or uncontroled flight of a missle may occur
as a result of, but is notllimited to any of the following conditions:

I. Defective frker.
2. Gunner Tracking rrors.

3. Defective Rocket Motor Firings.

4. A Shorted or Iroken Guidance ire.

TaITIUN: de have talked about in flight malfunctions, now lets talk about non flight
malfunctions.

M tZ. Non Fliht alfunc ions

a. Misfe" x misfire is a complete failure to fire. Procedures to follow
OC cure.s

I. esqueeze the itrigger.

if misfire

2. Continue track

3. If the misle
the battery is cold you ha

4. De-note then r

resueeze the trigger again

5. If the misle

ing for 15 seconds.

hasn’t fired, cautiously feel near the tracker battery. If
& misfire.

-note the tracker to the round. quire your target then

asn’t fired feel near ]e battery.

6. If the battery
be good and the tracker cou

7. Try second trs

8. eturn defecti
defective round. In combat

is cold then remove the tracker. The round is safe nd could
ld be bad.

cker or round to see which one is defectiwe.

ve tracker to s,Apport maintenance. Call ,]OD for removal of
continue the mission.

b.anfire: ,nexpectd_ delay between the operation of the firing mechanism
Procedures to follow if hngfie occursand ignition of the gas pressure generator.

I. tesqueeze the rigger.. Continue the reck for 15 seconds.

3. If the missle hast’+, ired, carefully feel near the tracker battery.
If the battery is hot you hve a hangfire
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DETAILED OUTLI

WEAPON MAINTENANCE’AND SAFETY

INTRODUCTION:

1. Gain Attention: In keeping with the logistic and operational agility
requirements of toys hijhly mobile co.at forces, the Dragon weapon system
bar,are was designed with very limited maintenance.

2. Purpose: The purpose of this period of instruction is to show the student
how to do weapons maintenance check and safety precautions. I will do this by
covering:

a. Maintenance and Inspection Procedures:

{5 min}

b. Safety Precautions:

3. Learning Objectives:

.State or write the maintenance and inspection procedures for the round.

2.State or write the maintenance and inspectionprocedures for the Tracker
and Infrared Transmitting Set.

2. State or write the maintenance and inspection procedures for the LET
and monitor set.

4. State or write the safety precautions:

RANSITION: We have covered what this period of instruction is’ goingto be
about; now, let’s go right into it.

BODY:
1.1Maintenance and Inspection Procedures:

{45 min}

a. The Round: Maintenance at the first and second echelons is routine
cleaning and inspections. The desiccant and humidity cards are replaced at the
ammunition supply point.

{1} Overall Structure: Inspect launcher tube for goe, cracks,

punctures and visible damage. Inspect external surface for accumulations of
dirt, oit, grease or other foreign material.

{2} Blood: Check brake, lokd swivel, a t’ee positi(, bipod.
Check retaining strap for frays or breakage. Check bipod extensions.

{3} Forward Shock Absorber: Inspect forward shock absorber assemble
for security cracks, punctures and visible damage. Check humidity indicator and
make sure indicators circles are not pink.



{4} Tracker suppOrt and Connector: Inspect mosture seal cover _and
.lanya.rd for, di.rt .or .breaka.’ge. In.spect, tracker.sport .assembly .for. secu.lty on
imuncner, oenas, oents ano security or spring tension cip and eectrica
cor.ector. Remove moisture seal cover and insect moisture seal cover. Inspect
raceway coruit covering wire harness from tracker support assembly to aft shock
absorber for dents, cracks, punctures and visible damage.

{5} Tracker Battery: Inspect electrical cable nipple coering tracker
batter for security and cracks.

{6} Slinq: Inspect sling for rips, tears and security.

{7} Aft Shock Absorber: Check aft shock absorber fop security, cracks,
punctures and visible damage.

{&} If during routine inspection and cleaning, the gunner discovers a
discrepancy, he returns the round to the ammunition supply point fop further
disposition. A thorough check of the electrical connector is important in that
a damaged connector could affect the safety of the weapon and could cause dage
to the tracker.

b. Tracker: Maintenance requirements are minimal at the first and secor
echelons, requiring inspection for damage, cleaning, and the operability of the
firiMg mechanism and eye-piece adjustment.

{1} Overall Structure: Inspect tracker external surface for dirt, oil,
grease or other material. Inspect shock absorbers for security, punctures, cracks
and visible damage. Inspect tracker access cover on bottom of tracker for dents
or bent cover. Inspect guide pins for bent or distorted condition.

{2} Optical Components: Inspect the lens and lanyard for dirtor breakage.
Remove lens cover and visually inspect infrared receiver lens and optical sight
lens for dirt, breakage, cracks or chips.

{3} Firinq Mechanism: Security, trigger boot for security, tears and
.punctures, safety button boot for security tears and punctures.

{4} Connector: Inspect protective covers and lanyard for dirt or
breakage. Remove protective cover and inspect electrical connector for bent,
broken or cracked contact cover. Install protective cover.

c. Launch Effects Trainer: Will require more of the gunner in terms of
routine maintenance. It must be cleaned after every 100 firings when using the

leaned after the last shot of the day. In addition
to the above maintenance, it requires sim;
of the round.

d.. onitorinq Set:

{1} Overall Structute: Inspect for dents, perforations and abrasions.
Check for chipped or blistered paint.

{2} ase Assembly: Latches and handles, check, for excessive wear or
damage. Inspect cover latches for secure fit; no looseness in joints.
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c. Monitoring, Set,:

{1} Overall Structure:

{2} Case Assembly:

{3} Cover Assembly:

{q} Control Panel:

{5} Cable and Connectors:

d. Launch [ffects Trainer:

e. Infrered Transmittinq Setl

{1} Weapon Safety Envelope:

{21 Basic Safety Considerations:

{a} Optics:

{b} Target Source Danger Zone:



{3} Cover Assembly: Open cable storage area by releasing
three fasteners and raising door. Check hinges and fasteners for ease
of operation. Release tie downs and remove cables. Check elastic cords and
straps for physical damage.

{4} Control Panel: Inspect fer dirt, oil, grease or other foreign
matter. Check water seals and dust boots for damage. Vislly inspect for
damage. Rotate, set all controls to check for freedom of movemeht. Return
alicable controls to off or auto.

{5} Cable and Connectors: Inspect each cable for co)leteness,
damaged insulation or other visible damage. Check for presence of dirt, grease
or other foreign matter on cables. Remove dust covers from connectors and
check for bent or broken pins or other visible damage.

e. Infrared Transmittinq Set:

{1} Overall Structure: Check for accumulations of dirt, oil., grease
or other foreign matter. Che exterior for breaks, cracks.

{2} Target Source: Check glass make sure not broken. Inspect cable
connections to make sure tey are clean and not bent.

{3} Power Supply Modulator: Check case cover for proper opening and
latching, case handle for excessive wear.

{4} Target: Make sure the target is in general good working condition.

f. aftv RQuirmnt:

{1} Weapon Safety Envelope: The tactical round has a backblast area. of
50 meters. Thirty {30} mters belng the danger zpne-20 meters being t caution
zone, going at a 90 degree angle from rear of .weapon.

{2} Traininq Safety Envelope: Using the LET with the M-64 cartridge,
the backblast area Is 3 eters and goes out at a 90 degree angle rear of the
weapon.

{3} asic Safety Considerations:

{a} : Never look at the searchlights, sun or flares with
the tracker for it may cause eye damage.

{b}_ Target Source Danqer Zone: _Radiation is emitted by the.
ar.get source erios, eye ourn can result. ..if the. target._source_ is,_viewed-
dlrectly. It extends 3 meters out and a a u oer m,, u .. .,-,-

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS: {5 min}

1. Questions from Class:

2. Questions to the Clas:

a. When must the LET be cleaned

A. After every 100 rounds or after a days firing.

b. What are three things you should never look at throujh the optics?

A. Sun, searchlight or flares.

c. Explain the backblast area.

A. Extends 50 meters to rear, at a 90 degree angle.
20 meter caution.

30 meter range,
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DETAILED OUTLINE

TECHNIQUE OF FIRE

INTRODUCTION: {5 Min}

1. Gain Attention: As Dragon Gunners you must have a good technique of fire.
Being a Dragon Gunner is just like the Marine Corps as everyone knows there is
a technique for everything.

2. Purpose: The purpose of this period of instruction is to teach the Dragon
Gunner the proper technique of fire in accordance wih TC 23-24. I will do
this by covering the following:

a. Weapon Deployment.

b. Firing Positions.

c. Fire Patterns.

Learning Objectives:

1. State what will determine the deployment of the Dragon.

2. State the three firing positions.

3. Define target engagement.

4. State the three types of fire patterns.

TRANSITION: Now lets go straight into the subject.

BODY:
(

I. Technique of Fire: Fire discipline is a direct result of training and
mental conditioning, and it will determine a units antitank defense. Many
good antitank positions have been jeopardized by firing too early, where
either the target was out of range or before the target was in position to
get a first round kill.

2. Weapon Deployment: Sine-.the LET was designed to simulate the Dragon
weapon, the deployment and firing sequence are much the same. the site selection
before firing the Dragon System will be dependent on the tactical situstion.
The following should be considered before emplacing the Dragon System:

a. Frontal Clearance: Clear area would be desirable and heavy woods
would be hazardous.

b. Blast Clearance: Clear area would be desirable and closed bunker
would be hazardous.

1



c. Obstructions:. Such as trees, brush, rocks, etc., could cause premature
warhead detonation if the missile should hit them. The area directly behind
the launcher should be hind the launcher should be clear of obstructions and
loose objects for at least 30 meters. Solid objects in the back blast danger
zone cane deflect shock waves.or debris towards you.

d. When simultaneously engaging two targets, the weapons must be placed
at least 30 meters apart for safety reasons.

e. The dragon System normally is fired with the gunner in the sitting
position {most Stable} and the weapon heldfirmly on the right shoulder.
Kneeling is the second position it is used when additional height is required.
Standing is the third position. Prone position is not recommended because it
is unstable, uncomfortable and dangerous to the gunner. The gunner must not
allow any part of his body to extend off of the launcher.

f. Bipod Deployment: To release the bipod grasp the bipod retaining
strap with left thump and index finger and pull outward releasing the
retaining strap. Release the strap. Lower the bipod. The forward shock
absorber automatically ejects. The bipod should fall and lock into the brace
pad. The LET bipod must be helped into initial bipod height by pulling down to
desired height.

g. Tracker Installation: Remove tracker connector moisture seal. Engage
tracker guide plns with tracker support quide rails. Balance waepons with
right hand on forward end of the tracker, with one quick motion, slide tracker
aft until the tracker engages retaining clip. Remove lens cover.

h. Shock Absorber Removal: The shock sbsorber on the Dragon weapon is
removed automatically when the bipod is lowered. Gunner should reach forward
with his left hand and check to see that there is no foreign material in tub.

i. Eyeuard/Focus Adjustments: Place right eye aainst the tracker
eyeguard and adjust eyeguard and focus as nessary. While sighting through the
scope, grasp focus control with left thump and index finger and turn clockwise
or counter-clockwise unitl clear vision is obtained. Then turn eyeguard until
it seats your faces.

j. Bipod Foot Adjustments: If crosshairs are cnated, adjust the appropriate
bipod foot. Release foot brake by turning the brake lever in the up position.
With one hand holding the Dragon Weapon off the ground, slide the foot extension
down opposite hand and reengage brake by turning the lever in the down position.

k. Around/Gunner Interface: Hand holds grip trigger with right hand
placing thump on safety; index, middle and ring fingers on trigger lever; and
small finger around the forward trigger housing. Place right eyeguard.

positions so the LET is resting on the shoulder muscle and not the shoulder
bone.. Sittinq Position y- legs as straight as possible with your feet
resting against the feet of the bipod. Kneelinq Both kness on deck, toes
of both shoes on ground, buttocks resting on heels of shoes and knees spread
outward to a convenient angle. Standinq In open bunker rest bipod on bunker.
Resting on both feet with your legs spread outward to a conventient angle.
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m. Firin9 Sequence: Pull tracker back so eyrguard fits firmly against
your face. Obtain sight on target and track target for approximately two
seconds prior to trigger squeeze. Depress trigger safety and squeeze trigger.
Continue to smoothly track the target untill traker turns off {LET} or missile
impact for live round.

n. Tracker Removal: Pull retaining clip outward until it releases the
tracker guide pin. Strike rear of tracker housing with heel of hand to
disengage tracker. Grad trackerwith left hand and remove from tracker support.

3. Fire Patterns: There are 3 fire patterns that concern the Dragon.

a. Frontal fire pattern: With this method, each squad will engage targets
on its side of the formation, as the formation approaches the squad’s fighting
position, and work inward with succeding engagements. If the section leader.
desires that the frontal fire pattern be used, he will command "FRONTAL".
Frontal fire pattern usage would be appropriate in the event that TOW squads
are positioned closely, or when flanking engagementa are not possible.

b. Cross Fire Pattern: With this method, each squad will fire to the
opposite side of the formation and work toward the center with succeeding
engagements. If the section leader wants the cross fire pattern used, he will
command CROSS". The cross fire pattern is well suited to flanking engagement
of enemy armor formations. There must be sufficient distance {approximately
300 meters} between squads to effect this pattern unless engagement ranges are
extremely short.

c. Depth Fire Pattern: With this pattern, one sqaud will engage the leading
vehicle in the formation and the other squad towards will engage the trailing
vehicle. Succeeding engagementa are worked toward the center. If the section
leader desires that the depth fire pattern be used, he will caommand "DEPTH".
If prearranged designation have not been made for depth fire, he must also
direct one squsd to take the leading vehicle, and the other squad to take the
trailing vehicle. The depth fire pattern is well suited to engeging enemy
column foramations, especically if a destroyed vehicle{s} would reatrict
movement in a canalized kill zone Use of the depth fire pattern may cause
the formation to raidly disperse. At that time, the section leader would issue
subsequent fire commanfs to shift into fronatal cr cross fire

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. Questions from the Class.

2. Questions to the Class.

a. What is the i.ost stable firing positon ?

A: Sitting

b.
on ?

{5 Min}

What will the site selection for firing the Dragon System be dependent

A: Tactical Situation

What is the minimum distance between two rounds ?

A: 30 Meters.

3



SUMMAry: (5 n.)

]. During this period of instruction I have covered the following
items:

A. Technique of Fire.

B. Fire Patterns.

C. Firing Positions.

4
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Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 285Z

December 1986

STUDENT OUTLINE

RANGE CARDS

PURPOS.: The time spent in this classroom and in practical application is to ensure
that you, the DRAGON guuner, will be able to make an accurate, concise recoil of your
firing position data.

STUDENT REFa’’3ES: TC 23-24
F 23-67

rERFdNAL__L__%3ING OBJC.[IV__: In a pracSical application exercise, DHACN gunners will
produce a complete, coreet range card within Z.5 minutes

q8.GING Lu%NiNG OBJCTIVS: In a classroom ron[nt, students will obtain the
knowledge necessary to make a DgAGON ramge card.

OUTLI

Io D,’.FINIi’ION OF ,.44Gg CmD: oriented sketch of a weapon position and sector.

all FBA:

b. DAGON POSITION: /

Time/Date e
eam

mpny

g AViqU, o APPROACH

Main

fo

angagement
Line

Secondy

i



Extends as far as
no target can be
engaged or to
1 DOOm.

Kill Zone
30Ore

’rARG6 R,F’"CE POINT5
TiP #1

Include at least 3.
they should be in oer, I, 2, 3, e,
whether R--L or.

TRP #2

/
/

k. MAGNdIC NORTH: (On the right side of the card)

Arrow points to the North
when the rnge card is oented.

i. BACK-BLASf ARIA: (Consider that the back-blast
will be ,much wider than the normL 45, due to the
area co,red over the entire sector. It probably
would be more like 900 if the sector covers a

50m

3 ADDiT.ONL
he mission, such as weather conditions, iing stakes, 3.ooabLo of n O or L, other
apons po+/-ions, your atene or mppli.mentrE itions, ec.. P-EFATION OF TH,". i/qGg C.D: Prepare your range card immediately upon asmming
a defensive position. M-ake two copies: /ne stuns at your position; the other is turmed
iu to the headquarters element. There. are two comr.Dn methods of preparation you may
use. (e way is to include all. the data in the sketch; the other method is to put the

data in a Data Section at the bottom of the car.]. The t’o pages following have an

e.ample of each.

2
RC





19ODin

:ZOne

DATA SECTION

Direction
26"g,

_2 285
3 "OZ
i 310

306-310

Magne tic
North

Each Circle

200 meters

1000m
500m
OOm
6OOm
700m

De scription
Ooen area 250m 6eeo
Flanking-shot are 20Ore dee.
FlAnk/Front @hQ$-3OOm deed
Base of Hill alonG Sector
Dead Space-3OOm deep

4

Remarks
TW 2ODin eft of TRP
TW 200m Left ,of TRP
TW lOOm Left of TRP

15’bin w-behind hiI[



UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Division Schools

Second Marine Division, FMF
Camp Leje4ne, North Carolina 28542

JULY 1983

DETAILED OUTLINE

TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT

INTRODUCTION: {5 Min}

1. Gain Attention: To effectively employ the Dragon in the rifle platoon,

the terms and techniques for applying fire must be understood.. Purpose: The purpose of this period of instruction is to teach the student
bout tactical employments. I will do this by covering:

a. Definitions and discussions of the terms frequently used in operations
as they apply to the Dragon.

b. Considerations for employing the Dragon in offensive, defense, retrograde,
operations.

c. Considerations for conducting tactical training.

Learning Objectives:

io List {8} eight desirable characteristics of a Dragon firing position.

3o Define terms:

3 Write mission of C. 0. P.

TRANSITION: Now lets go right into our subject.

BODY: {1 Hr. 15 Min}

1. General Terms:

a. Desiqnated Gunner: The dragon trcke and missile are designated to be

manned by one man. The squad leaders will designate members of their squads to

carry the tracker and missiles. It is ncessary that as many members of the

squads as possible be Cross trained on the Dragon system, and maintain a high de-

gree of. proficiency.

b. Dragon Teams: Due to the bulk t)f Dragon missiles, and the frequent nec-
essity for Dragon gunners to be employed away from other squad positions, it will
be necessary to form a Dragon team. Such a team would consist of a gunner with

a tracker and one missile, and one or more additional riflemen, as deemed appro-
priate for the mission, to carry ammunition, observe for targets, and provide local

security. In some instances, such as atiarmor ambushes, as squad leader may
designate a fire team to be an antiarmor fire team. This would provide for the

ambush. The team leader would control the fires of the element.

c. Mutual Support: That support which units render each other against an
enemy, and their inherent capabilities.



d. MutualCoveraqe: Two or. more weapons are responsible for a sector/

avenue of approach although they may not be able to see each other, under
centralized control.

2. Attach Terms:

a. Fire andManeuver:. Fire and maneuver consists of an element{s}

establishing a base of Fire to cover the movement of another element{s}

whil itmaneuvers to close and destroy or capture the enemy.

b. Assembly Area: The area in which a unit prepares for an offensive
operation. Units are suitably dispressed, and while orders are issued, recon-

naidnce conducted, and resupply and maintenance accomplished, the command
is disposed for defense, and the security required by the situation is main-
tained. Under these conditions, Dragons will often occupy firing positions.
In an attack situation, this area is usually company size and located within
one hour’s movement time to the line of departure.

c. Attack Position.: This is the last concealed and covered position short
of the line of departbre where platoons deploy in the attack formation and make
finalcoordination. The platoon will halt in the attack position only when
final preparations cannot be completed in the assembly area or on the move, or
when ordered to halt by the company commander.

d. Line of Departure: This is a line designated by the company commander
to coordinate the beginning of the attack and is usually an easily recognizable
terrain feature, such as a stream or road, running perpendicular to the direction
of attack.

e. Final Coordination Lithe: This is a line used to coordinate the lifting
and shifting of supporting fires and the final deployment of the maneuver element
in preparation for conducting an assault against an enemy position. It is loc-
ated as close to the enemy position on the objective as attacking troops can move
without.becoming dangerously exposed to friendly supporting fires.

f. Release Points: A clearly defined point on the route where subordiate
units are turned over to the control of their respective leaders.

g. Probable Line of Deployment: A line previously selected on the ground
where attacking units deploy prlor to beginning an assault during periods of
limited visibility. It is located as close to the objective as possible.without
revealing te presence of the assaulting element.

3. Defense Terms:

a. Primary Position: That location on te ground which provides the best
observation and felds of.fire to accomplish the mission..

b. Alternate’Position: The next best position {s} from which the assigned
mission {the sane mission{s} asigned for the primary position} can be accomplished.

c. Supplementary Position: A position assigned for defending in a direction
that cannot oe covered rom the primary position.

d. Forward Edge of the Battle Area {FEaA}. The FEBA is the line fromed by
the forward deenslve posltlons.

e. Frontage:’ Space from side to side covered by a unit in combat.

f. .Combat Outpost {COP}. The COP is a line formed by the security echelon
of a unit which denies the enemy close ground observation of the unit position
{FEBA}.



o’ g. Outquard: One of the elements of the unit deployed on the COP.
An outguard may vary in size from half a squad to a reinforced squad. Out-
guards are positioned on or nea the topographic crest of terrain features
in order to obtain maximum observation and long range fires. To insure that
the combat outpost can provide early warning of the advance of the enemy, out-
guards are located where they can obtain overlapping sectors of observation.
Adjacent outguards should be capable of mutual coverage and should be located
within visual distance of one another {mutual support}.

h. Long Ranqe Fires: Fires employed against the enemy as soon as he comes
within effective range.

i. Close Defensive Fires: Fires employed against the enemy that subject him
to an increasingly heavier volume of fire as he approaches the FEBA.

j. Final Protective Fires: Fires immediately in front of the battle area
which are used to break up the enemy assault. During final protective fires,

automatic weapons fire their final protective lines.

4. Firinq Positions: When choosing a firing position for the Dragon, certain basic
considerations must be observer in order to maximize its effectiveness. These
considerations apply to the selection of primary, alternate, and supplementary
positions in offensive, defensive, and retrograde operations. Firing positions
must cover the armor avenue{s} of approach in the unit’s sector. The desirable
characteristics of a Dragon firing position are:

a. Gunner observation of assigned sector to maximum range of weapon {if

possible}.

b. Good fields of fire.

c. Cover and concealment.

d. -Mask clearance.

Security.

f. Concealed routes.

g. Capability for flanking fire.

h. Backblast area.

{1} Fields of Fire: When determining fields of fire, range and line of
sight to the front and flanks must be considered. Every effort must be made to
capitalize the strength of the Dragon, which is its high probability of first
round hit out to 1000-meters. An ideal field of fire would be open terrain in all
directions permitting target acquisition and engagement out to maximize range of
the weapon. Since the gunner must kee the target in the sights of the weapon
until missile impact, undulating terraln could permit the target to become masked
during tracking, causing the gunner to lose sight of and miss the target. Wooded
terraln can also have an adverse effect on target. Wooded terrain can also have
an adverse effect on target .observation and tracking.

{2} Cover and Concealment: The major vulnerability of the Dragon that the
gunner is exposed to enemy direct and indirect fires while tracking the missile
throughout its entire flight. A position which is known to the enemy is easily
destroyed. Therefore, selection of firing positions which provide as much con-
cealment and cover as possible is next in importance to observation. Cover is
protection from enemy fire. Items used "for cover include walls, trees, logs,
sandbags, etc. Concealment is denial of observation by the enemy, both ground
and air. Of primary importance with the Dragon is the backblast, or launch

signature effect of the missile when launched. Every effort must be made to

prevent the enemy from detecting this launch signature. This can be accomplished



by uch measures as clearing away all loose sticks and rocks behind the launcher,

wetting’down the backblast area,applying pentaprime to the ground, covering the
ground with shelter halves etc. Excess movement in the position must be avoided

to prevent detection. Indirect fire.weapons, firing both HE and smoke, can be

used to distract the enemy; however, the target must. not be obscured during
missile flight. Overhead cover is difficult to provide, due to backblast, but

Overhead .concealment is vitally important, to prevent detection by air.

{3} Routes: The Dragon gunner may have to displace frequently, from
firing position to firing position in the attack and retrograde, and from primary
to alternate and supplementary positions in the defense. Routes into, out of,

and between positions must provide good cover and concealment, and facilitate
spee of movement.

{4} Mutual Support: Firing positions should provide for mutual support.
with other Dragons and TOW. Fields of fire should overla and be carefully in-
tegrated.

{5} Security: Provisions should be made to provide security for Dragon
gunners to the front, flanks, and rear. Such security could include protective
mines, outposts, STANO devices, and individual fightingpositions. It may also
be provided through the use of Dragon teams.

{6} Tarqet Engaqement: Target priorities and rules of engagement may
change from situation to situation, and commanders must specify to Dragon gunners,
either in their plans and orders, or in unit SOP, target priorities and rules
for engaging multiple targets. Dragon gunners should be assigned definite
sectors of fire to preclude more than one weapon engaging the same target
simultaneously. When engaging targets, gunners should insure that they will be
able to track the target until impact; otherwise, missiles will be wasted. As a
rule, Dragon should be fired to engage targets at maximum range an exception
to this rule may be during initial engagement, when fires are held until bulk of
the weapons can engage a number of targets simultaneously to gain .surprise.

{7 Oblique Fire: Whenever possible, gunners should attempt to engage
targets with oblique fire. Platoon and squad leaders, when selectin9 positions,
must make every effort to emplace the gunner in.a position that permlts him to
cover his sector with oblique fire. It is much more difficult for the enemy to
etract the flight path of a missile to its launch site when the missile moves
obliquely across their front, as opposed to being launched from a head-on position.
When firing to the oblique, the gunner can be protected from small arms fire to his
front by aberm, that would also make enemy detection of the launch signature from
the front of the gunner’s position, more difficult. Forces in the assault generally
are more attentive to fires from their immediate front, and are therefore more
vulnerable to fires from their flanks.

{8} Draqon Mehtods of Employment: The Dragon Is a platoon wdu,. It
employment is governed bythe platoon leader’s assessment of the tactical sitatign.
As a designated wapon, with no dedicated crew the weapon need onl be carrieo in=o
combat when the threat substantiates its use. Based on the situation, the platoon
leader may employ all three Dragons, or none at all. He has two options open to
him for their employment. These are:

{a} CentraliFed Control: The latoon leader contrpls tbe.fres of.
his Dragon gunners, ei=ner oy physically locating the weapons in his vcnty, ano
personally irecting their fres, or b grouping them together under the control
of the platoon sergeant or other indiwdual the platoon leader designates.

{b} Decentralized Control: Dragon gunners operate with, and are
controlled by their squao eaders. It may be necessary for the squad leader to
employ oe fre..team_asa Dragon tem. .The platoon leader normally gives the
command for opening fires.



5..EMPLOYMENT F. DRAGON IN THE ATTACK:

a. Missions: This section provides guidance for’the platbon leader,

squad leader, and Dragon. gunners inemploying .the Dragon in the attack. The provisions"
are applicable to’ the rifle platbons of a11 typesof infantry battalions.

{1} The missionoF the rifle platoon in the attack is to close with and
destroy on capture theenemy. The rifle platoon.normally attacks as part or a
coor.dinated ompany action as described in FM 7-10. Itmaneuvers under cover of
both organic and nonorganic fifesupport to.assu!t.the enemy.. The platoon may
also be employed asa semi-independent force in which the. platoon leader has more
:-freedom.of action

{2} Inan attack, he.primary missionof the.Dragon.gunner{s} is to
assit the advanceof the platoon with Supporting antiarmor fire. In the absence
of.armo targets, Dragon{s} may.be employed.to elimiate fortifications, crew-
served weapons, positions,, to.include antitank guided missile {ATGM crews, and
:other Jitable hardtargets. To accompllsh..these missions, .th6platoon .leader
shouldemploy Dagon.gupers.-ina manner.in which.hecanbestcontrol,their fires
either.centralied.and.trolled by.himself, or through.the platoon sergeant Or
assistant, platoon lergd’"or decentralized under squad leader control, or a
combination of both.

b. Conduct.oflthe.ttack: ..
{1} The following considerations govern, the employment of the Drcgon{s,

in the rifle platoon, in theattack
{a} The nature of the threat Onor near’the objecvtive and along the

route of attack;-i.e., known or suspected locations of suitable targets, and enemy
armor approaches in to the roue of advance.

{b} Observation and fields of fire from the LD over the route{s} to
the platoonobjective.

{c} The availabilityof iring positions which provide good
observation and fields of fire along, the touters} and the;objective.

{d} The. availability ofantiarmor fresupportfrom other sources.

{2} f the LD isin the. proximity of-theihitial objective and good firing
positions are available, some Dragons.may.occupypositions onor in the vicinity
of the LD. However., normally’at leact oneDPagon per platoon should accompany the’..
maneuver element on. orderto providecontinuous.antiarmorprotection against counter-
attack..whil consolidation the ob.jecte.ner theLD.is tgp..fPr from the..objective.
Where the LD is too far from the obectiveorwhen suitable firing.positions
do not exist. The Dragons gunners should accompany the maneuvering element accross.
’the LD. Selectedfiring pbsitions areoccupied forwardof the LD from which effective
antiarmor supporting fire can be delivered in mechanized units, Dragons can
provide covering fire from the dismount point. When centrally controlled Dragons
will normally diplace by bounds to assure continuous overwatch of the.advance.

{3} During the assault, Dragons should beIn.position to best assist the
adva,ce of the rifle squads. They should beemploYed as far forwrdas possible,:-
consistent with their ability to provide, accurate freduring the assauit. Some...
Dragons may be ’employed in an overwatch role however, one or moreshould accompany
the assaulting element to provide continous long-range fire beyond the objective.
Dragons employed in an overwatch role will be employed with a team to provide
communication and security. The platoon leader should position gunners .in the
assault element where he cancontrol them and direct their fires. Provisions must
be made to mark targets and control the fires for Dragon{s} in overwatch positions’
This may be done by radio, pyrotechnic signal-orsector of fire.

{5}



c.. Consolidation and’Reorqanization:

{I} Immediately after seizing the objective, the Dragon gunner{s} should
be displce_ to poItions which afford long-ange fires beyond the objective
to.provioe for antlarmor defense in depth and cover the most likely avenues
of armor approach into the position. The use .of guides to direct those gunners
displacing from overwhich positions into ne positionswill expedite this
operation. ’

2} .Reorganizationis a continuing pocess; however, it is.given sp.e:.al
emphasis upon-seizure of the objective. Dragon gunners are asszgne, posons
and defensive sectors, and begin preparing for allround antiarmor defense.

d. onduct of the Night Attack:

1{I} The advent of long-ran e, highly effective night sights for the Dragon
permit it to be used during periods of reduced visibility in the same manner as
during daylight. Under artificial illumination.the techniques of.,daylight

oerationsalso apply. This paragraph deals primarily with a nonilluminated,

nonsupported night attack by stealth

{2} Nigh.t combat is generally characterized by:

{a} A decrease in the ability to place aimed fire on the enemy.

{b} An increase in the importance of close combat, volume of fire,

and the fires of certain weapons laid on targets during daylight.

{c} Difficulty of movement.

{d} Difficulty in maintainin control, direction, and contact.. Despite
these difficulties, the night attack glves the attacker a psychological advan-
tage by magnifying the defender’s, doubts, fears, and apprehension of the unknown.

{3} The conduct of the attack by stealth requires that the attacking elements
reach the probable line of deployment without being discovered. If the attack
is discovered prior to this, the unit commander may call for illumination and
planned supporting fires. If he does call for illumination, the attack then

continues using the tactics and techniques for a daylight attack.

{4} The attacking units move from the assembly area in a columnformation.
The Dragon gunners are located in the platoon formation where they can best deploy
into the assault formation or separate themselves from the assaulting element
if their mission is to support by fire.

{5} Whenever possible, firing positions forward of the LD for support weapons
should beselected during daylight hours. Characteristics and limitations of the
_:-
_ , ,r -.an mut be carefully considered when selecting these

positions. Signature effects of the mi.ssile must also be carefully considered;

the Dragon missile leaves a distinctive launch signature and flightpath at

night due to the action of.the side thruster. Because of this, rapid displace-

ment to preselected alternate .iring positions is necessary to prevent accurate

counterfire from the enemy.

{6} If it is not possible to preselect firing positions during daylight,
Dragon gunners should accompany the maneuver element, unless the nature of
terrain, such as desert, etc., provides a high assurance of a clear flight
path for.the missile.

{7} Dras;ons employedin the assault echelon are emloy.ed" in the same manner
as during daylight hours; however, the command to fire s gven by the platoon
leader and not noFally delegated to subordinates. If the attack has been
discovered, gunners provide accurate fire support on the platoon leader’s
command..When possible, maximum use should be made of LAW’s to engage close-in



targets, to prevent unnecessary identification of Dragon positions because f
launt signature cues.

{8}. When the objectivehs been seized, the plans for reorganization
and consolidation are carriedout.

6. Employment of Draqon in the Defense:

a General:

{1} This section provides guidance for the platoon leader, the squad
leader, and the Dragon gunner in employing Dragon in defensive operations.
These_provisions are applicable to the rifle platoons of all types of infantry
battalions.

{2} The mission of the platoon in the defense is to repel the enemy’s
assault by fire and close combat. The Dragon has combat characteristics which
are o, major importance in the defense. Dragon{s} can:

{a} Destroy any known armored vehicle.

{b} eliveraccurate fire with a high first round hit probability
out to 1000 meters, day or night.

{c} Deliver overhead fire.

b. Methods of Employment in the Defense: Control of Dragon fires may be cen-
tralized, decentralized, or by a combination of both of these methods.

{1} Centralized Control: The fires of the Dragon gunner are controlled
by the platoon leader, or through him, by the platoon sergeant {when authorized
by TOE}. This is accomplished by centrally locating the Dragon gunners under
the control of the individual directing their fires.

{2} Decentralized Control: The fires of the Dragon gunners are controlled
by the squad leaders in the same. manner that he controls other weapons of his

squad.

{3} Firinq Positions: Dragon is employed by the platoon area, and as part
of the coordinated company antiarmor defense plan. The platoon leader will
elect the general firing position and a. sector of fire for each of his Dragons.
These firing positions should cover the most likely armor avenue of approach into

the platoon area, and should addord antiarmor defense in depth for the platoon.
The platoon leader will select alternate and supplementary positions.. Firing
positions should be selected to take maximum advantage of the range of the weapon,
and it should provide for covered and concealed routes between positions.

c. Employment in the Security Area:

{1} Mission of the Combat Outpost {COP}. The mission of the combat out-
put is to provide early warning of the enemy avance and to deny him close ground
observation of the battle area. Within its capabilities, the COp delays, deceives,

and di.sorganizes the enemy without become decisively engaged.

{2} Employment With COP Force:

{a} Dragon gunners on the COP are assigned positions, normally with
outguards, from which they can cover the most likely armor avenue of approach to
the COP, and take full advantage of their long-range fires. They should possess
a degree of mobility at least equal to the enemy’s.

{b} Dragons will normally be employed on the COP in conjunction with
TOW’s-and taknks. Once it becomes necessary to withdraw the COP, the Dragons can
also be employed from the FEBA to provide covering fire for the COP forces during
their withdrawal.

{c} Dragons can be employed between the COP and the FEBA as elements

of armor killer teams, to further slow and confuse the enemy’s advance. For a

detailed discussion of the employment of armor killer teams refer to FM 23-3.



d..’Employment of the FEA:

{1} Fire Coordination: Employment of the Dragon on the FEdA is charac-
terized by centralized planni’ng and decentralized execution. The platoon leader
will determine the most dangerous armor approaches into his sector, aased on
this analysis, he wile assign firing positions to each Dragon gunner. These may
or may not be located in each squad area. The platoon leader must insure that
the fzres of his weapons are integrated with each other, and coordinated with the
antiarmor fires of company antiarmor weapons and/or adjacent units.

{2}. Fields of Fire: The key factors in position selection are armor avenues
of approach and fields.of fire. Positions should be selected that provide gunners
with fields of fire out to the maximum range of the weapon whenever practicable.

{3} Position Location: Because of the signature effects of the weapon, the
requirement for gunners to displace frequently, and the need for good covered and
concealed routes between positions, it is preferable that firing positions not be
.elected in the midst of other squad positions. However, the determining factor is
the location of the best primary position that will accomplish the mission, whether
it be in front, behind, among, or to the flanks of the other squad’s positions.
When Dragons are employed well forward or to the rear of squad positions, it will
normally be necessary to employ a Dragon team, rather than single gunners.

{4} Selection of Position:

{a} The rifle platoon leader designates general firing positions based
on his assessment of the terrain. If control is decentralized, the rifle squad
leader may select the exact firing positions; or if control is centralized, the
platoon leader may have the platoon sergeant {when authorized} select the exact
position. The characteristics of a good position are discussed in paragraphs 9-7
through 9-15.

{b} In addition to selecting primary positions, several alternate
and supplementary positions should be selected so as to provide all-round anti-
armordefense and defense in depth. In addition, the signature effects such as
dust from backblast, flash, and noise, dictate that the Dragon gunners may have
to displace frequently. The same care and attention should be given to the sel-
ection of alternate and supplementary positions as is given to the selection of
rimary positions to prevent the creation, of gaps in the antiarmor defense plan.
Good concealed and covered routes between positions are essential-to insure rapid
displacement and to prevent detection of movement. In selecting positions,
isolated terrain features which may be used by the enemy to register fires should
be avoided.

{5} Preparation of Position: Once he exact position-has been located, the
following tasks must be performed concurrentl where feasible.

designated by. th platoon leader. Additional security is provided by camoflaging
personnel and equipment.

{b} Prepare Dragon for firing. Orient the Dragon on its sector of
fire. Insure that the gunner will be able to see a moving target long enough
to effectively engage it. After the weapon is properly sighted, the Dragon should
be placed in its firing mode and rounds prepared for firing. Prepared rounds
should be positioned near the tracker to facilitate rapid engagement of targets.
Rounds should also be prepositioned at alternate and supplementary positions, if
possible.

{c} Clear the fie!ds of fre and backblast area. Depending on the
position selected, the Dragon gunner may be required to clear foliage and other
objects from the fields of fire and backblast areas to insure the most effective
employment of the weapon. The weapon’s signature must be kept to a minimum.



Defade positionswill help conceal backblast.

{d} Coordinate with.adjacent positions and antiarmor weapons.

{e} Preparerange cards. Range cards are essential for the rapid
engagement of targets during all conditions of visibility and for. quick resumption

of a mission in case the gunner becomes a casualty. As soon as the weapon has

been prepared for firing, the gunner normally prepares range cards in two copies.

One copystays at theposition, and the other goes to the platoon leader. The

gunner should also prepare range cards for alternate and supplementary positions.

Essential items on a range card are:

1 The weapon’s position with a magnetic azimuth and distance

from areadilyidetifiable terrain feature {target reference point{s}}.. Unit’s designation.

Time and date of preparation.

4 Sector of fire with azimuths to known features.

5 Deadspace {ground weapon cannot cover}.

6 Minimum and maximum ranges if applicable.

{f} Prepare concealment and cover for the gunner. Dragon gunners
initially construct hasty positions, improving these posltions throughout the time

they are occupied. Because of the priority of the Dragon weapon, other squad mem-
bers must assist in the preparation of firlng positions.

{g} Select alternate and supplementary positions.

{h} Improve primary posltion.

{i} Prepare alternate and supplementary positions.

{6}. Fire Planninq:

{a} The commander’s knowledge of the terrain and a thorough preparation of

a fire plan are among the ke.y advantageswhich offset the initiative of the attacker.

Commanders and leaders must nsure that their fire support is carefully integrated
with the fire support of subordinate units. To insure the highest possible degree
of coordination of fires, company commanders may adjust or change the fire plan of

their platoons.

{b} Fire coordination in the antiarmor defense is of paramount importance
ecause a unit’s.antiarmor fires are the keystone of the defense in an armor threat

environment. The fire plan must be simple enough to be understood by every gunner,
yet comprhensiv enough to insure the best use of all available means of antiarmor
fires, and must provide for positive control throughout the chain of command.

{c} The platoon fire plan is prepared by the platoon leader based on his
sector as defined by the company commander and the antiarmor weapons employed in
his sector. In assigning sectors, the company commander may designate targets
ithin each sector that he considers import;ant company target reference points.
These are used to aid the company commander and platoon leaders in controlling and
shifting fires.’ They will normally be referenced by a lettering or numbering system.
In evaluating his own sector, the platoon leaders analyzes the armor avenues of
pproach he is faced with and positions his Dragons to cover them. In his analysis
he will normally pick out additional reference points of importance within his
sector. The Dragon gunners complet their range cards, including them on those
ompany platoon reference points they. can. hit from their position. The platoon
leader ncorporates these range cards into his fire plan, giving himself a complete
sketch of the target reference points within his sector, and those weapons capable
of engaging each. A sample platoon fire plan is shown in figure 9-5. The circled
numbers indicate platoon reference points, the letters ae th.ose company targets the



latoos.can egage. The completed plan als? include mortar final protective
ires and targe numoers, and the location oT two tanks positiond wthin the

platoon sector.

{7} Fire Discipline.:
{a} The timing of target engagement by Dragon is critical to

the effectiveness of fires placed on the targets and to the success or failure
of he defense. Fire discipline is directly related to the stat of train-
ing and mental conditioning of Dragon gunners. Dragon positions should not
be eooardized by premature tar et engagement in whlch either the range is
excessive or the is not n position to insure a high probability oftar_
a frst round ki11.rlre discipline insures that Dragon weapons engage targets
at optimumimes and that on1V the best sighted weapon in relation to the target
opens fire.J Random firin at antiarmor targets, especially tanks, decreases the
effectivenLss of the unit s overall antiarmor defense. If minefields are being
used, antiarmor fires should normally be withheld until the tanks are in the close
vicinity of the mined areas. However, if the mission, terrain, and enemy situ-
ation dctate, Dragons will be most effective if fired as soon as the tanks come
into range, causing.the enemY to deploy into the minefields at multiple points.

{b} There are advantages and disadvantages inherent in each of the
above cases’; decisions to engage should be governed by the situation. Each Dragon
gunner must know which tank within a group of tanks he is to fire at when more
than one Dragon is engaging multiple targets. If the enemy tanks are in column,

the lead and trail tanks should be engaged first. This is especially true if
the enemy tanks are in defile or at other choke points. This may slow the
enemy’s movement out of the target area and allow time for mre tanks, to. be.n-
gaged. For maximum effect, all Dragons covering an avenue of approacn snouo
gage targets simultaneously.

{8} Obstacles:

{a} Obstacles should be used as part of the overall defense plan to
slow, canalize, stop, and kill enemy armor. Some obstacles should be located to
protect Dragon positions. For this purpose, maximum use should be made of nat-
ural obstacles.

{b} Dragonpositions should be selected, when possible, to drive
attacking tanks into these obstacles and to take maximum advantage of flanking
fire when tanks attempt to bypass them. Consideration should be given to placing
Dragons to cover gaps and lanes in obstacles.

e. Eployment of Draqon with the Company Reserve: Dragons of the reserve
platoon are employed to add antiarmor depth to the company position and to
protect the flanks and rear of the company. If practical, they are positioned
to make use of their range and supplement fires of Dragons of the FEBA. The reserve
platoon leader must give consideration to armor avenue of approach into the
cempanv position from other sectors of thebattle area. Finally, Dragons located
in the reserve aea may be maneuvered.to provide supporting fires for a blocking or
counterattack force.

7. Employment of Draqon in the Retroqrade:

a. General: This section discusses fundamentals for Dragon employment retro-
grade operations. For the purpose of this section only delay and withdrawal
actions are discussed.

{1} A retrograde operation is a movement away from the enemy to avoid
decisive engagement until the situation permits either defensive or offensive
actions. There are three types of retrograde operations; they are delay, with-
drawal, and retirement.

{2} The rifle company normally participates in retrograde operations as
part of the larger force and may conduct delay, withdrawal, or retirement actions.



in single actionof’the larger force.

b. Employment of Draqon in Delayin Actions:

.{1} The underlying principle of a delaying action is to gain time with-
out fighting a decisive engagement while inflicting maximum punishment of the
enemy. The delay positions are organized similar to.the defense except that it
may be necessary to extend frontages and reduce the depth of the position. The
company will normally .be ordered to withdraw after the desired delay and destruction
of’the.enemy has been achieved, and before it is so heavily engaged that a with-
drawal will be difficult and costly. After withdrawal, the .company will either
occupy; another delay position, a defensive position, or occupy an assembly area
in.preparation for future actions. The rifle company may be forced to accept
close combat because of a local tactical situation where it must hold the enemy
beyond a definite line until a stated time or action occurs in orderto improve
the overall situation. Mutual support will normally be maintained between platoon
positions, through extended frontages may preclude mutual Support between platoons
within a company sector. The platoon will normally delay on successive or alternate
company delay positions. .The following discussion applies to the employment of
Dragon in the delay

{2} In the dealy, targets are normally engaged at the maximum effective
range; therefore, delay positions are normally located on or near the topographical
crest of a hill, in order to take advantage of: the long range observation and
fields of fire, and immediate masking of enemy observation and direct fires when the
withdrawal from the position is ordered.

{3} As the enemy armor comes within range, Dragon gunners engage the leading
element at maximum range in n attempt to force his following armor units to deploy
or mass on roads and trails. If the enemy allows his force to mass, the delaying
force calls for every available means to destroy him in this vulnerable position.
If not accomplished, the enemy is forced into the time-consuming task of deploying
his force to attack the delay position.

{4} The extended frontage, normal with the delay, rquire the leaders of the
rifle company to give consideration to positioning Dragon weapons to cover armored
avenues of approach into their delay position. Mutual support between Dragons
in all of the platoons will be more difficult to achieve and will require added
emphasis by the Company Commander to insure that all antiarmor fires are coordinated
to achieve maximum delay.

{5 When maximum delay has been achieved, Dragon weapons are withdrawn with
their squad for movement to the new delay position. When.there is considerable enemy
armor forces and/or distance between delay pdsition, armor killer teams may be
formed with Dragon weapons and positioned in mbushes between delay positions to.delay
the enemy’s advance.

{6} Planninq Considerations:
{a} Reconnaissance: Leaders must give special attention to selecting

Dragon positions along the rs of withdrawal and at the next delay position
during their reconnaissance. This is critical because of. the rapid movement in
the delay and the possibility that Dragons may be employed between delay positions.

{b} Draqon Ammunition: Due to thehigh volume of ammunition expenditure
in delay operations, provisions must be made to increase the number of rounds avail-
able to the Dragon gunner. It may be necessary to dedicate a vehicle to the task
of carrying extra Dragon missiles. Consideration may be given to stockpiling missiles
on subsequent delay positions. If this s done, plans must include provisions for
estruction in the event the position cannot be occupied, and no means is available
to evacuate the missiles.

{c} Obstacles: As in defensive operations,Dragon fires are integrated
with natural and man-maoe ostacles. In the delay this oecomes even more important
because of the extended frontages normal in the delay.



"c. mploymont Of Draqon in Wthdrawal:

{1} Conduct of Withdrawal Under Enemy Pressure: The withdrawal is con-

ductedto disengage the force from combat. It is ordered by a higher headquar-

ters, and may be conducted not under enemy pressure {which is the preferred
method}, or under enemy pressure. Withdrawal under, enemy pressure is the most

difficult.and .least desired method; and if withdrawal is indicated, withdrawal

under enemy pressure, is planned first. As in the delay, lafter withdrawal from

he position, the platoon will move to and occupy either: a delay position, a

defense position, or an assembly area, in preparation for future operations.

The withdrawal under enemy pressure is the most dangerous and difficult to con-

t?ol of all tactical maneuvers. It is characterized by the forward elements

fighting as they withdraw, Under these conditions, control of Dragon fires

decentralized and gunners withdraw with their squads. The reserve platoon may

cover the withdrawal of the forward platoons of the company from the FEBA in the

defense, in which case strict control must be maintained.by the platoon leader

over Dragon covering, fires.

{2} Withdrawal Not Under Enemy Pressure: When a detachment left in

contact {DLIC} is designated, it continues normal activity to deceive the enemy

and it covers the withdrawal of the main body. The DLIC is normally made up

of a squad from each rifle platoon and no more than half the company supporting

weapons. If tanks are attacked, they are normally part of the DLIC. This type

of operation is normally conducted at night or in reduced visibility conditions.

In any situation, the success of the operation depends primarily on secrecy and

deception. When the withdrawal of the DLIC is ordered, Dragons are withdrawn

with their squads.

{3} Selection and Preparation of Next Subsequent Position: During the

company commander’s reconnaissance, he selects assembly areas for the platoons.

Platoon .advance parties should select Dragon fire positions at the next subsequent

position. These positions will be confirmed, and adjusted as necessary by the

platoon leader, after the arrival of the main body of the platoon at the position.

’OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS {5 Min}

1. Questions from the Class:

2. Questions to the Class:

a. Define attack position.

A:. Last concealed and covered position short of the line of departure.

b. What are the {8. i.ht characteristics of a Dragon position?

a. Gunners observation
b. Fields of Fire
c. Cover and Concealment
d. Mask Clearance
e. Security
f. Concealed Routes
g. Flanking Fire
h. Backblast Area

c. What is the mission of the Dragon platoon in defense?

A- Repel the enemy’s assault by fire and close combat.
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BETAILED OUT LINE

FIRE CO,LANDS

INTRODUCTION: (5 min)

I. Gain Attention: In the Marine Corps there are co..ands for ever%hing.
There are certain commands that must be given in a fire com:nd to make them
successful.

2. Puroose: The purpose of this eriod of instruction is to teach the student
about fire commands. I will do this by covering:

a. Why fire commands are issued.

b. Types of fire commands.

c. Definition of a good fire command.

3. Learnin Ojegtiv
. (lJ Write out why fire Co,hands are issued.

(2) i,rite the two types of fire conds

(3) Write the definitlcn of a good fire cosnand.

TRANSITION: We have talked about what we are going to discuss, now lets
go right into it.

BOD___Y: (30 Min)

I. Fire commands s.e the instructions issued to a Dragon gunner to engagea
target. The s,ad leader will normally issue the fire commands. In some
cases however, the time eYement involved may require the gunner to issue the
fire co,hands.

2. There are two types of fare conands, Initial and Subse4uent.
a. Initial Fire Co::,,and: fll data necessary fox’ laing and firing the gun.

b. Subse4uent Fire Cmmd: Co,mnands issued to shift or cease fire.

3. A good fire command is as brief .as clarity perits. It includes all the
elements needed to accomplish the fire mission and is given in roper se.Auence
to accustom the crew to execute instructions in a logical order.



4." .Sequence and Content of Initial Fire Cor.

a. Sequence

(I) Alert.

(2) Prepare to fire.

(3) Target designation.

() Ac.uire and fire when ready.

(5) Cease tracking

b. Cont..st:

(I) Alert: The alert is usually the first element of the initial
fire command. It consists of the comnd fire mission in the case of a
ststionary target or the command moving target in the case of a moving target.

(2) Pr,,epn/e,, to fire: On this compound the gunmer deplo the biFod
into its firing position, mates the trscker to the round, takes up this firing
position, and removes the forward shock absorber. (15 to 20 sec.).

(3) Target Desig_nation: The s..uad le:der designates the target by
gving a direction and other escri)tive information. The squad leader
designates targets ith the word or words:

Tan 

(b) T ck

(C) Anti-tank l-:eapon

(d) Machinegun

(e) Troops

(4) Acquire and Fire When }ead]: U[,on th.s co2and the gunner will
select the point of aim, depress the safetj and s,Lueeze the trigger, and esta-
blish a smooth tracking rate to track the trget.

(5) Ceose Tracking: Upon observing warhead detonation, the s :uad
leader commands Cease Tracking. The gunner stops tracking and removes the
tracker assembly from the expended launcher.

Subsequent Fire Command:

firing for any reason.

Prepare to Fire.

Target Designation

Acquire a fire when ready.

Cease Tracking.

Cease Tracking.: Is announced when the squad leader desires to interrupt



7. Termination of Alert: Is announced as Cease Tracking, end of mission.
If oral commands are not practical, arm and hnd signals stay be used.

OPPORTUNITY FOR U..ST.IONS

1. uestions .from the Class:

2. uestions % the Cl.@ss:

a. nat are the two fire commands?

A Initial, Subsequent.

b Define Subsequent Fire Commands.

A. Commands to shift or cease fire.

SUMMARY:

I.

(5

During this period of instruction I have covered the following items:

a. fire commands are issued.

b. Types of fire commands

Co Definition of a good fire command.
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STUDENT 0UTLIIE

VAICLS IDmTIFICATION

FURPOSE: This period of instruction is intended to give DAAGON gunners a clear picture
of the many aspects of Armored Vehicle Identification.

STUDENT RFC’S: Armored Vehicle Hecognition Study Cars (I-48), GTA 17-2-8, Hqtrs,
Dept of the Army, Feb 77

Tank Identification Handbook ST 7-193, FY 77 (US Army)

TRAINAL LmAING OBJCTIVm: hen shown unidentif ed photos, flash cards, or models,
the DAGO gunner will correctly identify the vehicle as NAfO or Soviet and will
describe the best point of engagement of enemy armor.

hLING LA41G 0BCTIV&: sing flash cards, a Student Outline, and a slide
presentation, the DRAGON guumer will acquire knowledge of the rthods of positively
identifying enemy armor and other tactical v&hicles.

OUTLINE

Io ACD ViCL ID’’flFIOaflO,

ao Basic Characteristics. There are four main charscteristics that are normally
used for vehicle id. Usually, a combination of nc more than three can identify a

tactical vehicle.

(I) Turret he size, location, and shape of the turret (or hul character-
istics, if there is no turret or cupola) may be used for identifying a vehicle.

(a) Bulky: Usually indicates an older model. Slcped.__.,,,

Blocked
(b) ell-sloped: Newer; usuviet.

Blocked

(c) Streamlined: ewer; usually NAT0. ’Sloped and R

(d) A turret (or cupola, inste of a turret) m be mounted forward,
centered, or aft on the hull.

I
ID



(2) iin Gno Identifiable by size and shape (length, diareter, and taper) and
presence, location, and type of bore evacuator or muzzle brake.

Long, Tapered -- Light

MAIN C,I[IN WITil IIOI(E EVACUATOP,

Tapered Breech ===E Short

MAIN GUN W|’l’ll llOH: :VACUATOR AND
Hea, Tapered Multiple, Light

BLAST
EFLECTOR

(3) Cupola. The presence of a cupola shows Lhe vehicle is IATO, but the lack
of a cupola du not ; ._ i: a Soviet vehicle: any IXf0 vehicles do not have a
cupola. There are a few vehicles that have a cupola but do not have a turret.

Suspension. The wo ypes are:

(a) Christie (no sup%ort rollers)
FLAT TRACK

Characteristic of most
Warsaw pact vehicles

(b) Torsion-bar
SUSPENDED TRACK

Characteristic of met
alllad whlcle

b. Classification of "._S_haracter_stics: ’;racKed vehicles may be divided into twc
main gou.: those wit:o, .

Vehicles ithout a Turit. l’here are ix: Two viet d four NATO.

(2.) Vehicles With a ’rret. The
divided in thee smer categories, in reas the ccation of the turt.

c. _bf_.2_.Qag999 (Notab3e diffences indicated by

(I) Vehicles Without a Turt. These f] into two even smer gups:

2



(a) Without a F.Ain Gun.

Soviet Vehicle.

BTR 50

(I Soviet; 2 NATO)

2_ NATO Vehicles.

MI 13

FV4.32
(Britain)

(b) With a Main Gun. (I Sovle; 2 NATO)

1 Soviet Vehicle.

JSU 122

NATO Vehicles.

JP KANON;
(West Germany)

NOT%: Normal+/-y, t]e

Bo., on ALL
So iet vehicles
FORtifieD of cenaer;
NATO. vehicles have
Bo ivacuators T
of cene’. In this
case, the vehicle
_

be noted.

( Sweden )

3



(2) Forward-mounted Turret. (5 Soviet; 11 NATO)

(a) Soviet Vehicles (b) NATO Vehicles

(NO SIMILm{ VmHICi)

( We st Germany )

(us)

A

(0 SIMILAR V=ICLS)
(ote

M60 (US)



Soviet Vehicles

T-IO

T-IOM

NATO Vehicles

(FLAt on top)

ST-B
(Japan)

Centurion
(Britain)

Leopard
(West Germany

(France)

M4.7

- ffard bore
evacua.-,, on this vehicle
require s identification
by other characteristics.

ID



(3) Center-munted Turret.

(a) ovie Vehicles

(NO SIMILAR VmICLS)

(NO SIMTJhAR VICLI)

(6 Soviet; 6 NATO)

(b) NrO Vehicles

TK-61. (Japan)

(us)

West
Germany)

( France )

QThe r-64: Turret like T-62; chassis like
-72.

NOTg: The Forward-ounted NAT0 bore
evacu.)r means the vehicle must
be identified by the tur1t shape.

LSO, the Soviets have eq:iped some
tks with skirting; still, turret

Turret may have extensi(:n like T-10M) shape will Dsitively ID the veLicles.

Chieftn (Brit)

zsu 57-2 (NO SIMILAR VICLS)

(NO SIMILA VICLE)
A VCI
(Frence)

6



(%) Aft-mounted Turret.

(a) Soviet Vehicles. (b) NAT0 Vehicles.

ASU-57

ASU-85

SAU 122

(NO SIMII., VICLE)

M109 SP
(us,)

(NO SIMILAR VICLE)

AMX 30-2
(Frce)

(NO SIMILAR VAHiCL) Scorpion
(Britain)

(NO SIMILAR VICLE)

7
ID

FV 438
(Britain)
(i-t
missiles
not shown )



2. WHLD VIC IDTIFICATION. Of the nine wheeled vehicles, four are Soviet and
five are NAT0.

a. Soviet Vehicles. b. NATO Vehicles.

BTR 60F

( have a
small turret

__
(Frce)

inste efa
mhine. 2 Wheels

2 Guser Wheels

BTR "U"

BTH 152 Saladin
(BrJ.tain)

Four Wheels

BRDM

BRDI,2

AML 245 H60

" Ferret MN4
(Britain)



3o mGAGING IRMY ARMOR. Before you go cut :ud attack your first enemy tank, you may
wish to consider so other facts about arr characteristics, vehicle construction,
and weaknesses of armored vehicles.

MAIN BATTLE TANK
L|FT FRONT VIL

FUEl.

BST

SCOND BST

ROAD ItHEEL

SUPPORT ROLLER

SUSPENSION SYSTE

LAST RESORT

(Front)

9


